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Running title: Tonal association in Portuguese
This paper presents a comparative description and analysis of the intonational contours of Brazilian Portuguese (BP) sentences in neutral and subject-narrow-focus conditions. Making use of the literature on European Portuguese (EP) intonation, it also compares BP intonation with the intonation of EP sentences under the same conditions, looking for similarities and differences between the intonational patterns of these two Portuguese varieties. Our results indicate that BP neutral sentences can optionally show pitch accents associated with all prosodic words (ωs). In subject-narrow-focus conditions, the same type of pitch accents that are found associated with non-focused subjects can also be found with focused subjects. In addition, it is also possible to find a phrasal accent associated with the right boundary of the phonological phrase (φ) that contains the focused subject. In contrast to BP, in EP neutral sentences, pitch accents are associated with the I-initial and I-final ωs. Furthermore, in this variety, in subject-narrow-focus conditions there is always a special bitonal pitch accent carried by the focused subject and there are no phrasal accents associated with boundaries of the φ that contains the subject.
1. Introduction

This paper consists in the comparative description and analysis of the tonal association of basic word order sentences in neutral and subject-narrow-focus conditions in Brazilian Portuguese (henceforth, BP), developed within the autosegmental metrical approach to intonational phonology. The aim is to investigate if the kind of tonal association pattern displayed in BP subject-narrow-focus sentences presents particular differences that distinguish it from the tonal association pattern displayed by BP neutral sentences. The paper also includes a comparison with the intonation of European Portuguese (henceforth, EP) sentences under the same conditions, looking for similarities and differences between the intonational patterns of these two Portuguese varieties.


According to this framework, there is a phonological organization in intonation that consists of a string, with local tonal events associated with local places in segmental structure (Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Pierrehumbert & Beckman, 1988; Ladd, 1996; among others). In languages like English, EP and BP, the important tonal events of the tonal string are the pitch accents and the edge-related tones. These two types of tonal events can be analyzed as pitch targets, high (H) and low (L). Between tonal events, the pitch contour is phonologically underspecified and can be described as formed by the transitions from one event to the other.
Pitch accents are associated with the stressed syllables of the segmental string, and can be simple (monotonal: L* or H*) or complex (bitonal: H*+L, H+L*, L*+H or L+H*). The edge-related tones are associated with prosodic constituent boundaries, and they may be of two types: boundary tones or phrasal accents (respectively, L% or H% and L− or H− in Pierrehumbert’s notation).

In the autosegmental metrical theory of intonational phonology, tonal events are structured according to constituent and prominence relationships defined in the prosodic structure. According to Hayes & Lahiri (1991), Frota (2000), and Tenani (2002), the pertinent prosodic structure for intonation in languages such as Bengali, EP and BP, respectively, is captured by the Prosodic Hierarchy Theory (Selkirk, 1984; Nespor & Vogel, 1986; and others). We will use the following prosodic domains in our description of BP tonal structure: the phonological word (ω), the phonological phrase (φ) and the intonational phrase (I).

In section 2, we will present previous analyses of the intonational contour of BP and EP sentences with neutral and narrow-focus, as found in the literature. The methodology used in this paper will be presented in section 3. In section 4, the results of our own analysis of the intonational contour of neutral and narrow-focus subject sentences in BP will be provided and compared to those found in previous works. Finally, we will conclude in section 5 with a comparison between the intonational structure of neutral and subject-narrow-focus sentences of BP and EP.

2. Previous analyses of neutral and focus sentence intonation in Portuguese

Cunha (2000), Frota & Vigário (2000) and Tenani (2002) identify the H+L* bitonal pitch accent associated with the head of the last φ of I as the main property of the final contour of BP neutral declaratives. These same authors also assert that there can be an L% boundary tone associated with the right boundary of I, when the last posttonic syllable of I is pronounced.

For the non-final contour of BP neutral declaratives, Frota & Vigário (2000) and Tenani (2002) find tonal events associated with φs, and they also claim that an additional H tone can be associated with a pretonic syllable that is non-adjacent to the stressed syllable of φs composed of more than three pretonic syllables. Frota & Vigário (2000) suggest that this pattern is reminiscent of the intonational properties of languages like Japanese and Korean, where some tonal events crucially depend on the quantity of moras or syllables (Pierrehumbert & Beckman, 1988; Jun, 1996). Tenani (2002) hypothesizes that this same additional H tone could be associated with the pretonic syllable that carries secondary stress. She further notes that phrasal accents are not associated with φ-edges, and that there is a preferential alternance of the type L H L H
between tones in BP neutral declaratives, a pattern also proposed to characterize BP in Frota & Vigário (2000).

To the best of our knowledge, no study of the intonational structure of BP narrow-focus sentences has been previously conducted within the autosegmental metrical theory of intonational phonology, and Gonçalves (1997) is the only work known to us which specifically deals with narrow-focus sentence intonation in this variety of Portuguese. We should add, however, that Cagliari (1982) also describes BP narrow-focus sentences (‘emphatic assertions’, in his terms). He claims that emphatic assertions are composed of a tone 5 (according to his notation) forming a convex curve or a ‘hill’ with abrupt slopes, followed by a declining contour until the end of the sentence.

Gonçalves (1997) describes the intonational pattern of neutral sentences, before presenting the intonational pattern of sentences with narrow-focus constituents in BP. According to this author, neutral sentences present a descendent pattern formed of a rising onset and a falling nucleus. This pattern is represented in (1), in Gonçalves’s formalization:

\[ \text{PNEB} \quad [\rightarrow \uparrow \varphi \downarrow] \]

(Non-Emphatic Basic Pattern) (Onset) (Nucleus)

For the focus sentences, Gonçalves (1997) proposes that the representative prosodic pattern of the focused elements is better displayed as in (2), where ‘s’ stands for the syllable; ‘\textls’ represents the syllable bearing lexical stress; ‘(s)’ corresponds to an optional syllable; ‘\varphi’ indicates that the melodic curve is falling in the syllable that bears the emphatic stress, which may coincide with the lexical stress or not; and $\phi$ represents the phonological phrase.
For Gonçalves, the prosodic domain of BP focused elements is the phonological phrase, according to the $\phi$-algorithm proposed by Nespor & Vogel (1986). Furthermore, this intonational pattern is argued to specifically characterize the focused element, instead of affecting the whole sentence.

In contrast with BP, studies of EP intonation within the autosegmental metrical theory of intonational phonology date back to the eighties (Viana, 1987; Frota, 1991, 1997, 2000, 2002a, b, 2003; Falé, 1995; Vigário, 1998; Grønnum & Viana, 1999; Frota & Vigário, 2000; among others). All these works report an initial rising, an intermediary plateau and a pronounced final fall as the global aspect of the EP neutral declarative contour, as earlier noted by Delgado Martins & Lacerda (1977). However, these works differ with respect to the analysis of the types of tones associated with the intonational contour.


Frota (2003) proposes that the tones associated with the EP initial contour are of two different types, according to their phonological status: they are either pitch accents (Frota 1997, 2000, 2003; Vigário, 1998; Grønnum & Viana, 1999) or edge-related
tones (Frota, 1993, 2000, 2003; Vigário, 1998). Whereas pitch accents are consistently aligned with stressed syllables, edge-related tones vary with respect to syllable alignment and they are associated with prosodic phrase boundaries. The latter tonal type is associated with the beginning of I.


Studies on EP narrow-focus intonation are fewer than those on neutral intonation (see in particular, Frota, 1997, 2000, 2002a, b; Vigário, 1998). According to these two authors, the focused element always carries an H*+L bitonal pitch accent, where the H is aligned with the stressed syllable and the L is aligned with the immediate following syllable.

Both Frota and Vigário report that after the final fall of the narrow-focus contour two things may happen: (i) an H+L* bitonal pitch accent is associated with the head of the last φ of I, and followed by an L% boundary tone which is associated with the final I-edge, in which case the F0 level of the pitch accent is substantially lowered; or (ii) only an L% boundary tone is associated with the final I-edge.

In next sections, we will present our results of the comparative description and analysis of the tonal association of BP neutral and narrow-focus subject sentence contours. Taking into account different factors (see 3.1.), we will evaluate if our results for BP neutral sentences confirm those described earlier in the intonational literature of BP neutral sentences. In addition, we will compare our description of BP sentences in
neutral and narrow-focus subject conditions with descriptions of EP sentences, under the same conditions, found in the literature.

3. Methods

3.1. Material speech

Our corpus consists of single clause sentences. Aside from vowels, the words chosen largely consist of sonorant or at least voiced consonants. Examples: *alunas* /a'lunas/ ‘students (fem)’; *jovens* /ʒo'vejs/ ‘teenagers’; *belas* /bélas/ ‘beautiful (fem)’.

The sentences systematically vary in number of syllables and in the number of ωs that compose the subjects and predicates. In addition, the distance is variable between the stressed syllables and the pre- and posttonic syllables. In the prosodic words there is variation of 0 to 5 pretonic syllables and 1 to 2 posttonic syllables.

The sentences consist of:

(i) short subjects (up to three syllables) that are prosodically non-branching (only one ω) – see (3a);
(ii) long subjects (more than three syllables) that are non-branching prosodically – see (3b);
(iii) subjects composed of more than three syllables and prosodically branching (more than one ω) – see (3c);

(3 )  a. (os. JO venst)ω

the(masc) teenagers
‘the teenagers’

b. (as. ve ne zu e.IA nas)ω

the(fem) Venezuelans(fem)
‘the Venezuelans’

c. (as. BI ò)ω(MÉ di cas)ω

the(fem), biomedical laboratory technicians(fem)
‘the biomedical laboratory technicians’

(as. a1U nas)ω (JO venst)ω

the(fem), students(fem) young
‘the young students’

Sentence predicates consist of:
(i) short predicates (up to three syllables) that are prosodically non-branching (predicate composed of a single $\omega$) – see (4a);
(ii) long predicates (more than three syllables) that are prosodically non-branching – see (4b);
(iii) predicates with more than three syllables that are prosodically branching – see (4c).

(4) a. (che, GA, ram) $\omega$
   arrived
   ‘arrived’
   (RI, ram) $\omega$
   laughed
   ‘laughed’

b. (a, dor, me, CE, ram) $\omega$
   fell asleep
   ‘fell asleep’
   (tra, ba, LHA, ram) $\omega$
   worked
   ‘worked’

c. (che, GA, ram) $\omega$(HO, je) $\omega$
   arrived today
   ‘arrived today’
   (RI, ram) $\omega$(HO, je) $\omega$
   laughed today
   ‘laughed today’
   (la, VA, ram) $\omega$ (as, LU, vas) $\omega$
   washed the (fem) gloves (fem)
   ‘washed the gloves’

The control of these factors aims at investigating whether some of them may affect the tonal association of BP narrow-focus subject and neutral sentences. We will examine: (i) if the number of $\omega$s that compose the $\phi$s that contain subjects and predicate elements can affect the number of pitch accents associated with the intonational contour of narrow-focus subject and neutral sentences; (ii) if in the intonational contour of narrow-focus subject and neutral sentences, pitch accent types associated with $\omega$s can vary according to the position they occupy in I and according to the number of syllables that they include; (iii) if the large number of pretonic syllables in a $\omega$ implies that a larger number of tones can be associated with it in the intonational contour of narrow-focus subject sentences, as occurs in the intonational contour of neutral sentences (as noted in previous analyses of the BP neutral contour); and (iv) if in narrow-focus subject sentence contours, there are no edge-related tones associated with boundaries of
prosodic domains other than those of I-domain (as has been noted for the neutral contour in previous analysis of BP).

3.2. Procedure

The procedure followed here consisted in the recording of interviews with three female native speakers of BP (F, G and T). The recordings were made at 16 kHz with a Panasonic US 360 digital recorder. The three BP speakers are from Campinas (São Paulo State), belong to the same age-group (19 to 22 years old) and are all high school graduates.

The recorded sentences were intonationally analyzed. For this task, we used the speech analysis software *Praat*. The intonational analysis consisted in the tonal transcription of the intonational contour, namely, the identification of local tonal events in the tonal string. The tonal transcription was based on Pierrehumbert (1980), Beckman & Pierrehumbert (1986), Pierrehumbert & Beckman (1988), and Ladd (1996) and also on the previously mentioned studies of Portuguese intonation developed within the autosegmental metrical theory of intonational phonology.

During the interviews, speakers were given sentences to read aloud, preceded by a context inducing the production of the neutral reading (see 5). They were also given questions to answer orally, preceded by a context inducing the production of subject-narrow-focus sentences (see 6). These two types of contexts were alternated with entertaining contexts or with the reading of entertaining sentences. Each context was presented separately.

(5)  

[Contexto: Li a seguinte notícia:]  
‘Context: I read the following news:’
Os jovens riram.
the teenagers laughed
‘The teenagers laughed.’

[Contexto: Você sabe que os jovens riram quando assistiram à comédia na TV. Eu ouvi dizer que alguém riu, mas não sei exatamente quem riu, então, pergunto a você: Quem riu?]
‘Context: You know that the teenagers laughed when they watched the comedy on TV. I heard that somebody laughed, but I didn’t understand who laughed. So, I ask you: Who laughed?’

Os jovens riram.
the teenagers laughed
‘The teenagers laughed.’

In the beginning of the interviews, speakers were instructed to produce sentences in a spontaneous way and answer the interview questions with what they considered to be a complete and natural sentence, according to the context given. The whole task was performed two times by each speaker. The total number of sentences produced by the three BP speakers was 672: (56 neutral sentences X 2 repetitions + 56 sentences in subject-narrow-focus contexts X 2 repetitions) X 3 speakers.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. The contour of neutral sentences in BP

The total number of BP neutral sentences was 336: 56 sentences X 2 repetitions X 3 speakers. As T produced one of the sentences with focus on the verb, we have discarded it, and therefore 335 sentences were analyzed.

We can identify as a global characteristic of this sort of sentence in BP the optional association of pitch accents to all $\omega$s. Additionally, nearly all sentences show the obligatory presence of pitch accents associated with the $\omega$s that are the head of $\phi$. In
contrast, we found no edge-related tones associated with prosodic domain boundaries different from the I-domain, as also noted in earlier studies on BP neutral intonation.

Figure 1 illustrates a case of a pitch accent associated with each \( \omega \) of the sentence represented in (7), whereas Figure 2 shows a case in which pitch accents are associated only with the heads of their corresponding \( \phi \)s, as in (8).

\[
(7) \quad [[(as\,aLU\,nas)\omega(JO\,vens)\omega]\phi[(che\,G\,aram)\omega(HO\,je)\omega]\phi]]_I
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
L^*+H & L^*+H & L^*+H & H+L^*
\end{array}
\]

‘The young students arrived today.’
[Context: I read the following news:]

![FIGURE 1](image)

\[
(8) \quad [[(as\,Bi\,o)\omega(MEd\,icas)\omega]\phi[(R\,t\,ram)\omega(HO\,je)\omega]\phi]]_I
\]

\[
L^*+H & H+L^*
\]

‘The biomedical laboratory technicians laughed today.’
[Context: I read the following news:]

![FIGURE 2](image)

The types of tones associated with \( \omega \)s vary according to the position of \( \omega \)s within I, and the number of syllables forming the \( \omega \)s.

In most of our data, an \( L^*+H \) was associated with the stressed syllable of the head of the first \( \phi \) (97.3% of our data). The \( L^* \) tone is aligned with the stressed syllable, and the \( H \) tone is systematically aligned with the immediate following syllable. An \( H^* \) can also appear aligned with the stressed syllable of the head of the first \( \phi \), when that phrase is non-branching and consists of up to three syllables (1 pretonic syllable, 1
stressed syllable, and 1 posttonic syllable, as in [(os.\(\text{O.\text{vens}}\))\(\omega|\phi\ldots\)]. However, these cases are rare, as they appear in only 2.4% of the 84 sentences of this kind.

Table I presents the percentages of the tonal types associated with the head of the first non-branching \(\phi\) of I in the sentences produced by the three speakers. In the tables presented in this paper, \(\omega_1\) and \(\omega_2\) stand for the first and second \(\omega\) of branching \(\phi\)s, respectively; \([\omega]\phi P\) and \([\omega]\phi F\) indicate \(\omega\)s belonging to the penult and to the final non-branching \(\phi\)s, respectively; \(\sigma\) and \(\sigma\sigma\sigma\sigma\) correspond to unstressed and stressed syllables, respectively; \(\phi\) represents right \(\phi\)-boundaries; (Li) indicates an L% tone associated with the right I-boundary, whose presence/absence depends on the production of the last posttonic syllable.

**TABLE I**

Besides the L*+H pitch accent associated with the stressed syllable of \(\omega\), the occurrence of an additional H tone aligned with the second or third pretonic syllable is also possible when the first non-branching \(\phi\) is composed of a word with more than three pretonic syllables. We found this additional H tone associated with the third pretonic syllable (in 14.3% of the sentences of this kind produced by G and 7.4% of the sentences of this type produced by T) or the second pretonic syllable (in 35.7% of the sentences produced by G and 14.8% of the sentences of this type produced by T). In this sort of sentence produced by F, we did not find the H tone associated with the second or third pretonic syllables. Figure 3 corresponds to the intonational contour of the sentence *As venezuelanas lavaram as luvas* ‘The Venezuelans washed the gloves’, which is represented in (9). This sentence contour shows an additional H tone associated with
the pretonic syllable ‘ne’ of a ω consisting of more than three pretonic syllables, (as.ve.ne.zu.e.LA.nas)ω.

(9)   [(as venezue.LAnas)ω]φ[(laVARam)ω]φ[(as LUvas)ω]φ]
     |    |    |    |    |
     H  L*+H L*+H H+L* Li

[Context: I read the following news:]

FIGURE 3

When the first φ of I is branching, i.e., composed of more than two ωs, it is possible to find one pitch accent associated with each ω of φ or only one pitch accent associated with the head of φ. The association of pitch accents only with the first ω of branching-φs is almost non-existent, as Table II shows. In this table, we present the percentages of the types of tonal association found in the neutral sentences composed of an initial branching-φ, produced by each BP speaker.

TABLE II

The results in Table II show that the association of one pitch accent with each ω of an initial branching-φ is dominant when compared to the association of a pitch accent exclusively with the head of φ.

For the final contour of neutral sentences, we always found an H+L* associated with the head of the last φ of I, and an Li boundary tone associated with the final I-boundary, when the last posttonic syllable is produced (see Figures 1, 2 and 3). The H tone is systematically aligned with the immediate pretonic syllable and the L* tone is systematically aligned with the stressed syllable.
As was noted for the I-initial branching φ, when the I-final φ is branching, we also found one pitch accent associated with each φ-internal ω, or a single H+L* associated with the head of that φ.

The results in Table III indicate that the association of pitch accent exclusively with the head of the last φ is dominant in the data of F and T (66.7% in F’s data, and 52.2% in T’s data). Nevertheless, there is a clear preference for pitch accent association with each ω of the last φ in G’s data (79.2%).

TABLE III

The results in Table IV show that the presence of one pitch accent associated with the heads of final and penultimate non-branching φs is almost obligatory in the BP data (91.7% in F’s and T’s data and 100.0% in G’s data).

TABLE IV

We should also note that, in sentence predicates, the types of pitch accents associated with ωs vary according to the ω’s positions within I. There is always an H+L* pitch accent associated with the prominent ω of a final φ, whereas a different type of pitch accent (for example, an L*+H tone) can be associated with non-prominent ωs of a final φ.

Our data confirm the description found in the literature of the final falling contour of BP neutral declaratives (Cunha, 2000; Frota & Vigário, 2000; Tenani, 2002). There is always an H+L* associated with the head of the last φ and an L% (Li) associated with the right boundary of I (when the last posttonic syllable is produced). As
in EP, the H+L* associated with the head of the last φ is the main characteristic of the final contour of BP declarative sentences, as noted earlier by Cunha (2000) and Tenani (2002) for the latter variety of Portuguese.

Our results also confirm those found by Frota & Vigário (2000) and Tenani (2002) regarding the nearly obligatory association of pitch accents with the heads of φs and the possible occurrence of an additional H tone associated with the pretonic syllables that are non-adjacent to the stressed syllable, in ωs with more than three pretonic syllables in BP neutral sentences. In addition to the results of these earlier works, we found pitch accents that are associated with non-prominent ωs, besides the nearly obligatory pitch accent association to the heads of φ.

Our data also endorse the results of Frota & Vigário (2000) and Tenani (2002) regarding the preferential L H L H tonal pattern and the absence of edge-related tones associated with boundaries of domains different from the I-domain in the contour of neutral declaratives in BP.

4.2. The contour of basic word order sentences with focus on the subject in BP

336 BP sentences were produced with basic word order in the context of narrow-focus on the subject: 56 sentences X 2 repetitions X 3 speakers. However, of these we analyzed only 272. This is because F produced prosodic focus on an element different from the subject in four sentences, prosodic focus on the subject and on an element different from the subject in two sentences and the same intonational pattern in neutral sentences in one of the sentences; T produces the same intonational pattern in neutral sentences in one; and G produced sentences with prosodic focus on the subject only in the second interview, as opposed to the neutral intonation. Subject-focus sentences
totaled 56 sentences produced by this speaker. Although instructions to take question contexts into account had been given at the beginning of the first interview, we believe that G realized this only in the second interview.

The cases in which the speakers produced the same intonational pattern of neutral sentences were discarded from the analysis. This is because in BP the neutral pattern is not appropriate in contexts of narrow-focus subject expression, at least according to the judgement of BP native speakers, including the author of this paper.

The 272 sentences obtained for the context of narrow focus on the subject were produced with the main prominence on the focused element, and in the basic word order patterns (SV, SVO, SVAdv). In fact, this was the only option chosen by our speakers for focalizing the subject in the 272 sentences analysed here. The other existing manners of expressing focus on subject in BP were not used, for example:

(10) [As answers to the question ‘Who died?’]
   a. it-cleft sentences: *Foram OS JOVENS que morreram.*
      were the teenagers that died
      ‘It was THE TEENAGERS that died.’
   b. inverse it-cleft sentences: *OS JOVENS é que morreram.*
      the teenagers is that died
      ‘THE TEENAGERS died.’
   c. reduced cleft sentences: *OS JOVENS que morreram.*
      the teenagers that died
      ‘THE TEENAGERS died’.

The initial contour of the 272 BP subject-narrow-focus sentences analysed may be characterized by the following intonational features:

(i) In the cases where the focused subject is constituted by a non-branching $\phi$, there is a pitch accent always associated with the stressed syllable of the $\omega$ that constitutes the $\phi$, and an optional phrasal accent associated with the right boundary of this same $\phi$.

(ii) In the cases where the focused subject is constituted by a branching $\phi$:
a. there can be a pitch accent associated with each ω that constitutes the 
ϕ, and an optional phrasal accent associated with the right boundary 
of this phrase; or

b. there is a pitch accent associated with the head of the ϕ that contains 
the focused subject, and a phrasal accent is optionally associated with 
the right boundary of this same ϕ.

The representation in (11) corresponds to case (i). In this representation, there is 
a pitch accent associated with the stressed syllable of the ω that constitutes the focused 
subject, and no phrasal accent associated with the right boundary of the ϕ that contains 
this ω. In figure 4, we can see the alignment of the H* tone with the stressed syllable of 
the ω that constitutes the focused subject, and the alignment of the L tone with the 
immediate following syllable. This kind of regular alignment allows us to interpret this 
tonal pattern as an H*L, which is associated with the focused element (like in EP, as 
noted by Frota, 2002b).

(11)  [[os JOvens)|φ[(moRReam)|0]|φ]  
        H*+L   H+L*   Li

'The teenagers died.'  
[Context: Who died?]  

FIGURE 4

The representation in (12) illustrates case (iia). In (12), there is an L*+H pitch 
accent associated with each ω of the ϕ that contains the focused subject, followed by 
the association of an Lp phrasal accent to the right boundary of the same ϕ. In general, 
the L* tones are aligned with the stressed syllables, the H tones are aligned with the 
immediate following syllables, and, as exemplified in Figure 5, the Lp tone is aligned
with the first syllable of the next φ (or to the end of the last syllable of the φ that contains the focused subject).

![Figure 5](image)

**FIGURE 5**

The representation in (13) illustrates case (iib). In (13), there is an L*+H pitch accent associated with the head of the φ that contains the focused subject, followed by the association of an Lp phrasal accent with the right boundary of that same φ. The L* tone is aligned with the stressed syllable of the prominent ω of φ, the H tone is aligned with the immediate following syllable, and the Lp tone is aligned with the first syllable of the next φ, as shown in figure 6.

![Figure 6](image)

**FIGURE 6**

With respect to the type of pitch accents associated with the narrow-focus subject, when the φ that includes the focused subject is formed of only one ω with up to three syllables (σs) (1 pretonic σ, 1 stressed σ and 1 posttonic σ), we found: (i) either the association of an H*+L pitch accent with the stressed σ of ω; or (ii) the association
of an L*+H pitch accent with the stressed σ of the ω, followed by the association of an Lp phrasal tone with the right φ-boundary.

The results in Table V show that the type of tonal association presented in (i) is dominant in the F’s data (58.3% of the data), that the tonal association presented in (ii) is dominant in the T’s data (96.3%), and that both kinds of tonal association occur in the same proportion in the G’s data (50.0% of each type of tonal association).

TABLE V

Nevertheless, when the φ to which the focused subject belongs is composed of only one ω consisting of more than three pretonic syllables (4 or 5 pretonic σs, 1 stressed σ, and 1 posttonic σ), we found that: either (i) an H+L pattern is found associated with the immediate pretonic syllables of the ω (H aligned with the second pretonic σ, and L aligned with the first pretonic σ); or (ii) a pitch accent (L*+H or H+L*) is associated with the stressed syllable, and a phrasal tone (Lp or Hp) with the right edge of φ. Table VI presents the percentage of occurrence of the different types of tonal association in our data for each BP speaker.

TABLE VI

The results in Table VI show that the pitch accent association with the prominent σ of ω, followed by a phrasal tone association with the right φ-boundary, is predominant in the data produced by the three BP speakers when the focused subject consists of more than three pretonic σs. F and T present this sort of tonal association in 100.0% of the cases (result of the sum of the percentages of F’s data presented in first,
third and fourth columns, and result of the sum of the percentages of T’s data presented in the same columns), and G presents the same type of tonal association in 78.6% of the cases (result of the sum of the percentages of G’s data presented in the same columns).

As for the H+L tonal sequence exhibited by G, we interprete it as a case of early H*+L association, favoured by the large number of pretonic syllables composing the focused subject.\(^7\)

As noted for the neutral sentences, we also found an additional H tone associated with the second or third pretonic syllable of the \(\omega\) that composes the subject, aside from the L*+H pitch accent associated with the stressed syllable and the Lp phrasal accent associated with the right boundary of the \(\phi\) that contains the focused subject. We found an additional H tone associated with the second pretonic syllable in 19.2% of F’s data, an H tone associated with the second pretonic syllable in 7.1% of G’s data, and an H tone associated with the third pretonic syllable in 7.1% of G’s data.

When the \(\phi\) that includes the focused subject is branching, we found the following possibilities: (i) a pitch accent is associated with each \(\omega\) of \(\phi\), and a phrasal tone is associated with the right edge of \(\phi\); (ii) only a pitch accent is associated with each \(\omega\) of the \(\phi\); (iii) a pitch accent is associated with the head \(\omega\) of \(\phi\); (iv) a pitch accent is associated with the head of \(\phi\) and a phrasal tone is associated with the right boundary of \(\phi\).

TABLE VII

The results shown in Table VII indicate that the tonal associations composed of pitch accents associated with \(\omega\)s followed by the phrasal tone associated with the right \(\phi\)-boundary, are predominant in our data. For F, this kind of tonal association is found in
90.8% of the productions (result of the sum of the percentages of the F data presented in fourth, fifth and sixth columns), for T it is found in 96.4% of the data (result of the sum of the percentages of the T data presented in the same columns) and for G it represents 85.7% of the data (result of the sum of the percentages of the G data presented in the same columns).

In all sentences with narrow-focus on the subject, we found no pitch accents associated with the intermediate $\omega$s between the head of the $\phi$ that contains the focused subject and the last $\phi$ of I (see Figures 5 and 6 as illustrations).

As to the final part of the contour of the sentences with narrow-focus on the subject, an H+L* may be associated with the head of the last $\phi$ of I, and a Li boundary tone associated with the final I-boundary. However, the pitch accent may also be absent, in which case only an Li boundary tone is associated with the final I-boundary (see Figure 5).

**TABLE VIII**

The results in table VIII reveal that the total absence of pitch accents associated with the $\omega$s following the $\phi$ containing the focused subject is dominant in our data (76.2% of F’s productions, 80.4% of G’s productions and 92.8% of T’s productions).

Independent of theoretical considerations, it is possible to say that our results support those found by Cagliari (1982) and Gonçalves (1997) regarding the contour shape of narrow-focus sentences in BP and the difference between the contour shape of neutral and narrow-focus sentences. Like Cagliari (1982) and Gonçalves (1997), we also found contrasts between the intonational contour shape of neutral and narrow-focus sentences. The intonational contour of emphatic assertion described by Cagliari (1982)
is one of the types of narrow-focus sentence contours found here: a convex intonational contour on the focused element and a falling contour after this element until the end of the sentence (see Figures 5 and 6). In addition to contour shape contrasts, our results show tonal association pattern differences between the neutral and narrow-focus subject intonational contours.

In contrast to the tonal association present in BP neutral sentences, in BP narrow-focus subject sentences we note that:

1) Subjects under narrow-focus may either carry pitch accents different from those that are found in neutral contexts (H*+L versus L*+H) or may bear the same type of pitch accent as they bear in neutral contexts (L*+H);

2) If the narrow-focus subject is composed of a $\omega$ containing more than three pretonic syllables, the types of pitch accent association with the $\omega$ can be affected (for instance, we find the H+L tonal sequence associated with the immediate pretonic syllable, instead of the H*+L tonal sequence associated with the stressed syllable of the $\omega$);

3) There are no pitch accents associated with I-internal $\omega$s ($\omega$s between the heads of initial and final $\phi$s), independently of the number of $\omega$s that follow the subject’s $\omega$-head;

4) A phrasal accent can be associated with the right boundary of the $\phi$ that contains the subject.

5. Final considerations: a comparison of EP and BP intonational structures
If we compare our results for BP with the EP intonational patterns described in the literature, we note that pitch accents are optionally associated with all ωs in the BP neutral sentence contour, whereas pitch accents are largely associated with the initial and final ωs of I in the EP neutral sentence contour.

Although the pitch accent association with all ωs is optional, it is nearly obligatory with the heads of φ in BP neutral sentence contours. A partially similar fact is also noted by Frota (2000, 2003) for EP, since according to her in this variety of Portuguese, if there is only a pitch accent association in a branching-φ, the pitch accent is associated with the head of φ.

Another similar feature between the two varieties of Portuguese is the final intonational contour of neutral sentences: an H+L* pitch accent is associated with the last φ of I, followed by an Li boundary tone association with the final I-boundary.

For the intonational contour of EP narrow-focus subjects, an H*+L bitonal pitch accent carried by the focused subject (the main characteristic of EP narrow-focused elements) is always present, but phrasal tones associated with the right boundary of the φ that contains the focused subject are non-existent. By contrast, in BP there can be a special bitonal pitch accent carried by the focused subject (H*+L or H+L*), which is different from the pitch accent that the non-focused subject bears; but there can also be the occurrence of the same type of pitch accent carried by the non-focused subject and the occurrence of a phrasal accent associated with the right boundary of the φ that contains the focused subject. For the final contour of the subject-focus sentences, BP and EP present the same intonational properties: an H+L* pitch accent is associated with the head of the last φ of the sentence, followed by Li boundary tone associated with the final I-boundary, or simply an Li boundary tone is associated with the final I-boundary.
Based on the results presented here, we can conclude that EP and BP present tonal association differences not only in neutral sentence contours, but also in narrow-focus subject sentence contours. Although both Portuguese varieties can present the same kind of narrow-focus subject expression, namely, sentences displaying basic word order and main prominence on the subject, the type of tonal structure associated with these sentences can be different in the two varieties, specifically the kind of tonal association with the narrow-focus subject.
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Tables

Table I. Tonal events associated with the head $\omega$ of the I-initial non-branching $\phi$. Percentages and number of tokens (in parenthesis).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>$H^*$</th>
<th>$L^*+H$</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.8%(1)</td>
<td>98.2%(55)</td>
<td>100.0%(56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>100.0%(56)</td>
<td>100.0%(56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1.8%(1)</td>
<td>98.2%(54)</td>
<td>100.0%(55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Tonal events associated with each $\omega$ of the I-initial branching $\phi$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>$H^*$ in $\omega_1$</th>
<th>$L^*+H$ in $\omega_1$</th>
<th>$L^*+H$ in $\omega_2$</th>
<th>$L^*+H$ in $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$</th>
<th>$H^<em>$ in $\omega_1$ and $L^</em>+H$ in $\omega_2$</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.8%(1)</td>
<td>1.8%(1)</td>
<td>42.9%(24)</td>
<td>44.6%(25)</td>
<td>8.9%(5)</td>
<td>100.0%(56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1.8%(1)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>26.8%(15)</td>
<td>42.9%(24)</td>
<td>28.5%(16)</td>
<td>100.0%(56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>7.1%(4)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>41.1%(23)</td>
<td>33.9%(19)</td>
<td>17.9%(10)</td>
<td>100.0%(56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Tonal events associated with each $\omega$ of the I-final branching $\phi$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>$L^<em>+H$ in $\omega_1$ and $H+L^</em>$ in $\omega_2$</th>
<th>$H+L^<em>$ in $\omega_1$ and $H+L^</em>$ in $\omega_2$</th>
<th>$L^<em>$ in $\omega_1$ and $H+L^</em>$ in $\omega_2$</th>
<th>$H+L^*$ in $\omega_2$</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>29.2%(7)</td>
<td>4.2%(1)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>66.6%(16)</td>
<td>100.0%(24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table IV. Tonal events associated with the ωs of the penult and the I-final non-branching ϕs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>91.7%(22)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>8.3%(2)</td>
<td>100.0%(24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>100.0%(24)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>100.0%(24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>91.7%(22)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>8.3%(2)</td>
<td>100.0%(24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V. Tonal events associated with the initial part of the sentence contour in the context of narrow-focus on the subject, when the ϕ that contains the subject is non-branching and formed of up to three syllables (σ) (1 pretonic, 1 stressed and 1 posttonic σs) and in which the subject forms a non-branching ϕ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>[(..σσ..)ω]ϕ</th>
<th>[(..σσ..)ω]ϕ</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L*+H</td>
<td>H*+L</td>
<td>L*+H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>41.7%(10)</td>
<td>58.3%(14)</td>
<td>100.0%(24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>50.0%(7)</td>
<td>50.0%(7)</td>
<td>100.0%(14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table VI. Tonal events associated with the initial contour of the sentences with narrow-focus on the subject, in which the focused subject is formed of more than three pretonic σs (4 pretonic, 1 stressed and 1 posttonic) and in which the subject forms a non-branching φ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>[(..σσσσ..)ω]φ</th>
<th>[(..σσσσ..)ω]φ</th>
<th>[(..σσσσ..)ω]φ</th>
<th>[(..σσσσ..)ω]φ</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L*+H</td>
<td>Lp</td>
<td>H+L</td>
<td>H+L* Hp</td>
<td>H+L* Lp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>96.2%(25)</td>
<td>0%(0)</td>
<td>3.8%(1)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>100.0%(26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>28.6%(4)</td>
<td>21.4%(3)</td>
<td>21.4%(3)</td>
<td>28.6%(4)</td>
<td>100.0%(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>10.7%(3)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>89.3%(25)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>100.0%(28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VII. Tonal events associated with the initial contour of the sentences with narrow-focus on the subject, in which the subject forms a branching φ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>L*+H or H* in ω₁ and L*+H or in ω₂</th>
<th>L*+H in ω₂ and Lp</th>
<th>L*+H or H* in ω₁ and Lp</th>
<th>H+L* in ω₂ and Lp</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H* in ω₁ and H* in ω₂</td>
<td>L*+H in ]φ and Lp</td>
<td>H* in ω₁, ω₂ and Lp</td>
<td>H* in ω₂, ω₁ and Lp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>3.6%(2)</td>
<td>1.8%(1)</td>
<td>43.7%(24)</td>
<td>47.3%(26)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>3.5%(1)</td>
<td>10.8%(3)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
<td>85.7%(24)</td>
<td>0.0%(0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table VIII. Tonal events associated with the final contour of the sentences with narrow-focus on the subject.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>H+L* (Li)</th>
<th>Li</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>23.8%(25)</td>
<td>76.2%(80)</td>
<td>100.0%(105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>19.6%(11)</td>
<td>80.4%(45)</td>
<td>100.0%(56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>7.2%(8)</td>
<td>92.8%(103)</td>
<td>100.0%(111)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. F₀ contour of the neutral sentence *As alunas jovens chegaram hoje* ‘The young students arrived today’ produced by F in neutral context.

Figure 2. F₀ contour of the neutral sentence *As biomédicas riram hoje* ‘The biomedical laboratory technicians laughed today’ produced by T in neutral context.

Figure 3. F₀ contour of the neutral sentence *As venezuelanas lavaram as luvas* ‘The Venezuelans washed the gloves’ produced by G in neutral context.

Figure 4. F₀ contour of the subject-focus sentence *Os jovens morreram* ‘The teenagers died’ produced by F in the context of narrow-focus on the subject.

Figure 5. F₀ contour of the subject-focus sentence *As meninas belas lavaram as luvas* ‘The beautiful girls washed the gloves’ produced by T in the context of narrow-focus on the subject.

Figure 6. F₀ contour of the subject-focus sentence *As meninas belas morreram no lago* ‘The beautiful girls died in the lake’ produced by F in the context of narrow-focus on the subject.
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1 We assume here that SV (subject and verb), SVO (subject, verb and object) and SVAdv (subject, verb and adverb) sentences display the basic word order pattern both in BP and in EP (cf. Silva, 2001; Costa & Galves, 2002; Tavares Silva, 2004 for BP; and Duarte, 1987; Âmbar, 1992; Martins, 1994; Costa, 1998; Costa & Galves, 2002 for EP).


3 In the examples, parentheses mark ω-boundaries; dots signal syllable limits; capital letters signal stressed syllables; underlined syllables indicate pretonic syllables; and double underlined syllables represent posttonic syllables.


5 We thank Sónia Frota for these observations.

6 In the tonal transcriptions in this paper: Li corresponds to the L% boundary tone; Lp and Hp correspond, respectively, to the L and H phrase accents in Pierrehumbert’s notation. Lp and Hp are associated with φ-boundaries and Li is aligned to I-boundaries in our data.

7 We thank Sónia Frota for drawing our attention to this point.